
Explanation of Errors in Inspyrus

(NO_PO Invoices)

Type Field Name Description Tab Actions to correct Comments

ERP CAUSE: ACCOUNT REQUIRED. Line Items Please enter budget information on "Line Items" tab. Every invoice will have this as an error when it is scanned 

into Inspyrus. 

CUS CODING MANDATORY Distributions in Line 1 are not associated with a PO and do not have a charge account or project information populated.Line Items Please enter budget information on "Line Items" tab. Every invoice will have this as an error when it is scanned 

into Inspyrus. 

ERP This supplier has no active addresses. (7025,263)

ERP Invoice Date is required Header Please enter the invoice date on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The 

error is because no date has been populated.

OFR INV_DATE Please enter a valid date Header Please enter the invoice date on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The 

error is because the date is invalid.

CUS INV DATE MANDATORY Invoice Date is mandatory. Header Please enter the invoice date on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The 

error is because no date has been populated.

OFR INV_NUMBER Please enter an invoice number Header Please enter the invoice number on the "Header" tab. This error may be due to poor quality of invoice image.  The 

error is because no invoice number has been populated.

CUS REQUESTOR MANDATORY A 2-way or No-PO invoice requires a single requestor to be provided. Header The sender of the scanned invoice image should have their 

TCU user name enterd in the field labeled "Requested By"

ERP Header amounts exceed invoice line amounts by $###.##. You cannot save this voucher until it is balanced. (7030,18)Header, Line Items The Total on the Header tab must agree with the total of all 

line items on the Line Items tab

The total as shown in the light blue area at the top of the 

invoice will show green when the Header total equals the 

sum of all line items.

CUS TOTAL MISMATCH The header total should equal sum of line totals and header tax. Header, Line Items The Total on the Header tab must agree with the total of all 

line items on the Line Items tab

The total as shown in the light blue area at the top of the 

invoice will show green when the Header total equals the 

sum of all line items.

OFR HEADER_TOTAL Total amount must not be zero Header Please enter a total amount on the "Header" tab. Inspyrus will not allow the processing of an $0 invoice.

OFR HEADER_VENDOR Please check that the vendor ID is correct Header Please confirm that the Vendor Name and address match 

the name and address of the vendor listed on the invoice.

Inspyrus reads the Vendor Address and then pulls the 

Vendor Name from PeopleSoft for the Vendor with the 

same address.  Sometimes it cannot find the exact same 

address, Inspyrus will select a vendor with a similar address.  

If Inspyrus is unsure if it selected the correct vendor, a red 

dot with a white check mark will appear next to the vendor 

name on the Header tab.

OFR HEADER_VENDOR More than one vendor ID appears to match the invoice - please check Header Please confirm that the Vendor Name and address match 

the name and address of the vendor listed on the invoice.

Inspyrus reads the Vendor Address and then pulls the 

Vendor Name from PeopleSoft for the Vendor with the 

same address.  Sometimes it cannot find the exact same 

address, Inspyrus will select a vendor with a similar address.  

If Inspyrus is unsure if it selected the correct vendor, a red 

dot with a white check mark will appear next to the vendor 

name on the Header tab.

CUS DEPARTMENT NOT VALID CHECK_DEPT_ID_VALID: The department id,28110 - MBB NoHypeNoFiction Report, in flex attribute2 is not found in PeopleSoft departments table.Flex Data The department number as listed on the Flex Data tab is not 

listed in PeopleSoft.

Any number placed in this field should come from one of 

two places: it was the subject of the email when the invoice 

was scanned to Inspyrus or it was selected from a drop 

down list in Inpyrus.

CUS DUPLICATE INVOICE An invoice with the same vendor ID, number and invoice date is already being processed by Inspyrus Invoice Automation. Do a Simple Search for the Vendor in Inspyrus and Double 

Click on the Invoice Number.  Scan the results to determine 

who is assigned to the duplicate invoice.  Terminate the 

duplicated invoice.

Someone else may have entered the same invoice.  Please 

contact Inspyrus-BusinessSupport@tcu.edu; ask for help 

identifying the other invoice.

CUS Handling Handling is mandatory. Flex Data Please select a method of payment delivery from the drop 

down list next to the "Handling" 

The default value is RE for regular.
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CUS MISSING Service Dates Flex Fields: Service Start Date and Service End Date are required values. Flex Data Please enter a valid date range between fields "Service State 

Date" and "Service End Date"

This information is requested of most "Create Invoice".  

Please ensure data entry conforms to the format listed for 

this field.

Invoice data has cleared all validation rules and appears to be error-free. Ths is the preferred message to receive after validation, 

however, an invoice may have issues that Inspyrus 

validations would not find.

Type of Validation Error Description of the Types of Errors

OFR Errors returned by the OCR engine as part of extracting data from the invoice.  Each header field that generates 

an error will have a read checkmark next to it.  Click on the red checkmark after fixing the field data to clear the 

error in the next validation run.

ERP Errors returned by simulating creation of the invoice in PeopleSoft

CUS Errors returned by the Inspyrus invoice Automation validation routine.


